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Types of Energetic Particles
• Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCRs)
• Anomalous Cosmic Rays 

(ACRs)
• Radiation belt particles 

(planets, mostly Earth and 
Jupiter have been studied)

• Solar Energetic Particles 
(SEPs)



What are SEPs?
• Solar Energetic Particles
– Solar = assumed to originate at the Sun
– Energetic = historically above a few hundred keV/nuc
– Particles = ions (mostly H, He like the Sun) + electrons 

• Seen as increases in counting rates of ions (and/or electrons) of 
energies usually above 0.1 MeV/nucleon



What is the History of SEPs?
• First detection with connection to solar flare observation - 

Forbush 1946 in neutron monitor
• Timing related to gamma ray flare 1956 

(most well studied)
• Better in space because can see them 

directly
– intensity
– energy spectra
– composition



What is the History of SEPs?
• At the same time... 
– flares are being categorized by size, duration, emission wavelength
– radio emission is being categorized
– flares and radio emission combined to create...

• Two classes of flares
– Impulsive
– Gradual



What is the History of SEPs?
• Correlations with SEP characteristics results in a 2 class SEP 

system:
Impulsive Gradual

Flare
Characteristics

Short duration
Compact/Point Source

Long duration
Large Source

Radio 
Characteristics Type III/V Type II/IV

Particle 
Characteristics

3He, e-, heavy ion rich
short duration, small,
limited longitude

SW like composition
long duration, large,
wide longitude



What is the History of SEPs?
Gradual                 Impulsive



What is the History of SEPs?
• ‘Paradigm Shift’ (1980s)
– Had 1 acceleration mechanism 

for all SEP events
– Now have two independent 

acceleration mechanisms
• CME-driven shock acceleration 

<=> Gradual SEP events
• Impulsive flare acceleration <=> 

Impulsive SEP events

• ACE+ shake up
–Not mutually exclusive
–SEP properties not definitive

Reames 1999
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Why Care About SEPs?
• Space weather concerns
– Near Earth
– Far from Earth

• Science of particle acceleration
– Shocks
• CMEs, termination shock,

supernovae, Earth’s bow shock…

– Reconnection
• Sun, magnetosphere, Jupiter… 
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• See next lecture for instrumentation
• Locations
– L1 is very common
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How Do We Study Them?
• See next lecture for instrumentation
• Locations
– L1 is very common
– STEREO drifts

wrt Earth
– Once had Helios

Why is it Hard?
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Everything varies
• With time
– Peak
– Duration -> fluence
– Onset

• With energy
– Ground level enhancement (GLE Event) 

• Composition
– Big events
– 3He-rich events



Lots of assets



Overarching
• More observations
– Size comp

• Models spanning scales
– Limiting parameter space

• Modeling + observations together
– Common language even for observers
– Observational tests <-> observational limits to parameters

• System view
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What Happens in the Gap?
• Transport effects
– Lose energy
– Scattering
– Interplanetary structures

• Evolution of conditions
– Shock parameters
– Background solar wind
– Seed population

• Lack of Measurements



Knowns & Unknowns

Category Process What we know What we don’t

Energization

Shock acceleration

Observations

Correlations

Verified 
Theory/Models

Missing 
Observations

Observations not 
Understood

Unverified 
Theory/Models

Reconnection 
acceleration

Transport
Field aligned

Cross field

Conditions
Plasma + Structures

Seed population



Energization:  Shock Acceleration
Know 
• See it in action
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Energization:  Shock Acceleration
Know 
• See it in action
• Basic concepts
– Diffusive shock acceleration
– Shock drift acceleration

• Role of certain parameters
– Strength, orientation
– Turbulence

• Properties
– Spectral features
– Composition
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– Dependence on scales
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Energization:  Shock Acceleration
Don’t Know
• Variability
– Dependence on scales

• Conditions near the Sun
– Shock parameters
– Turbulence
– Where particle acceleration 

starts/ends

• Energy-dependence of 
composition



Energization:  Reconnection Acceleration
Know
• Event characteristics
– 3He, Ultra heavy ions



Energization:  Reconnection Acceleration
Know
• Event characteristics
– 3He, Ultra heavy ions

• Some basic ideas
– Wave-particle interactions
– Magnetic islands
– Role of guide field

– 4 –

e.g. Steinacker et al. 1988). The energy loss rate at low energies (for both electrons and ions) is dominated
by Coulomb collisions with background particles (mainly electrons).2 At higher energies (not relevant for
the discussion here) inelastic interactions (synchrotron, inverse Compton and bremsstrahlung) for electrons
and (nuclear line excitation, neutron and pion productions) for ions become important.

Thick−target footpoints

Escaping particles

Looptop source

site emission

Turbulence acceleration
region, Coronal X−rayReconnection

Energy
outflows

SEPs

Fig. 1.— Left: A schematic representation of the reconnecting field (solid green) forming closed coronal loops
and open field lines presumably extending into higher corona and the solar wind. The red foam represents
turbulence. Acceleration probably takes place in the outflow regions above and below the X-point. Particles
(temporarily) trapped here produce the radiation seen above the closed loops and particle escaping these
regions up and down (blue arrows) are observed at one AU as SEPs and produce the nonthermal radiation
(mainly at the two foot points; blue ovals), respectively. (From Liu et al. 2013) Right: A similar schematic
joining the flare site field lines to the CME, the shock and beyond (from Lee, 2005). The rectangles define
the boundary of the acceleration sites and represent the leaky box.

The final coefficient in Equation (1), namely the energy dependence of the escape time, has a more
complicated relation to the transport coefficients and the crossing time τcross ≡ L/v, where L = V/Ā is the
average size of the acceleration site. If there is a weak or no trapping of the particles in the acceleration
site; i.e. when magnetic field lines are nearly uniform and we are dealing with the weak diffusion limit with
scattering time τsc " τcross (or mean free path λsc " L), then the particles free stream and escape within

2Coulomb collision also cause pitch angle scattering, and therefore spatial diffusion along the field lines, with a rate that is
comparable to energy loss rate at nonrelativistic energies but decreases as 1/(γ2 − 1). They also cause energy diffusion which
is negligible in the cold target case (E " kT ), but can be comparable to the energy loss rate for a hot target as E approaches
kT (see Petrosian & Kang 2015), where T is the background plasma temperature.



Energization:  Reconnection Acceleration
Know
• Event characteristics
– 3He, Ultra heavy ions

• Some basic ideas
– Wave-particle interactions
– Magnetic islands
– Role of guide field

• Some idea of location
– Near flares/part of process
– Jets
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Energization:  Reconnection Acceleration
Don’t Know
• ‘Start’ energy
• Variability
– Spectral features
– Size of event
– Composition

• Where exactly
– Above, below

• Escape from region



Transport:  Field Aligned
Know
• Basic ideas
– Field line connection
– Adiabatic cooling



Transport:  Field Aligned
Know
• Basic ideas
– Field line connection
– Adiabatic cooling

• Scattering effects
– Particle PAD



Transport:  Field Aligned
Don’t Know
• Where the field is/going
– Observer-source connection

PFSS for  8�Feb�2010 04:10:00;    Magnetic map at  8�Feb�2010 12:04:00
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Transport:  Field Aligned
Don’t Know
• Where the field is/going
– Observer-source connection

• Variability of the field

PFSS for  8�Feb�2010 04:10:00;    Magnetic map at  8�Feb�2010 12:04:00
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Transport:  Cross-field
Know
• It happens
– See events far from source



Transport:  Cross-field
Know
• It happens
– See events far from source

• Some ideas
– Fieldline meandering
– Scattering

y
z

x

ds

dz

B0

B



Transport:  Cross-field
Don’t Know
• Puzzling events
– Circumsolar
– Wide 3He-rich
– Distant sources
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Transport:  Cross-field
Don’t Know
• Puzzling events
– Circumsolar
– Wide 3He-rich
– Distant sources

• Fields or particles?
• Relative roles acceleration vs 

transport

N. Dresing et al.: Anisotropies during wide-spread SEP events

Fig. 11. Regions of varying anisotropy for different source and transport processes. Each diagram describes a wide-spread event extending over
all the colored range. While scenario a) represents a small source region at the Sun (yellow star), an additional extended source region is present
in scenarios b) and c), represented by the red arc. Reddish areas mark regions where strong anisotropy is observed, blue regions mark medium
anisotropy, and gray areas are regions where no anisotropy can be measured any more. Wavy magnetic field lines represent regions with perpen-
dicular transport in the IP medium.

even more because of the increasing path length of the particles.
Thus, we expect the events showing the longest onset delays and
rise times to appear in class (1). Furthermore, a correlation be-
tween onset times and rise times should be present in class (1).
Figure 10 plots these values against each other for the differ-
ent anisotropy classes. Figure 10a shows only observations of
class (1), Fig. 10b of class (2), Fig. 10d of class (3), and Fig. 10c
combines class (1) and class (2) events. The longest onset delays
and rise times indeed tend to appear in class (1), but class (2)
also shows some strongly delayed events. In agreement with our
expectations, there is no correlation between onset delays and
rise times for class (3) events, probably supporting the idea of
large-scale structures in the magnetic field that change the over-
all geometry. However, although there is some correlation for
class (1) events (c = 0.76), the same is true for class (2) events,
where the correlation coefficient is c = 0.85. If a large SEP dis-
tribution close to the Sun is the dominant process for the wide
spread of class (2) events, we might expect an increasing on-
set delay with increasing separation angle because the coronal
transport to far points may also take some time, but this does not
account for an increasing rise time of the events. However, we
found no significant difference in the linear fits to class (1) and
class (2) events. Nevertheless, the correlations for class (1) and

class (2) as well as any combination of the events in these classes
do not change significantly. Therefore, we conclude that both an
extended distribution close to the Sun and perpendicular trans-
port in the IP medium exist at the same time (cf. Fig. 11b) for
both classes. We therefore expect the limit between class (1) and
class (2) to be a smooth one. Whether an event appears in one
or the other class only depends upon the individual importance
of an extended source vs. perpendicular diffusion, but is also in-
fluenced by the specific magnetic connection of the spacecraft
and the flaring AR during the event. To investigate the event-
to-event variations and the specific dominance of the different
mechanisms, detailed modeling of the events is required (e.g.
Dröge et al. 2010; Kallenrode et al. 1992; Dröge et al. 2014).

All but one event of our sample are accompanied by a CME.
Eighteen out of the 21 events (86%) show an associated type II
radio burst that marks the presence of a shock. Interestingly, two
of the three events that lack a type II radio burst are class (2)
events, suggesting that a shock may not be the key ingredient
for the wide SEP distribution close to the Sun. This also was
the conclusion by Dröge et al. (2014), who studied one of these
events in detail, that of 7 February 2010, and suggested that the
lateral transport of the SEPs in this event occurs partially close
to the Sun and partially in the IP medium. Furthermore, all of

A27, page 11 of 15



Conditions:  Plasma + Structures
Know
• They affect SEPs
– Acceleration
– Transport

 

Magnetic
Cloud
Periods
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Conditions:  Plasma + Structures
Know
• They affect SEPs
– Acceleration
– Transport

• Solar conditions
– B field at the photosphere
– Coronal holes

• CMEs
– Near Sun
– IPM

• Details at some points in IPM
• Streaming limit



Conditions:  Plasma + Structures
Don’t Know
• B field where we aren’t 

measuring
– Strength, orientation
– CMEs in the way

• Shock properties where we aren’t 
measuring
– Near Sun
– CIRs



Conditions:  Plasma + Structures
Don’t Know
• B field where we aren’t 

measuring
– Strength, orientation
– CMEs in the way

• Shock properties where we aren’t 
measuring
– Near Sun
– CIRs

• Variability on mesoscales



Conditions:  Seed Populations
Know
• Suprathermals play a role



Conditions:  Seed Populations
Know
• Suprathermals play a role
• Some of their sources

– Lower energy portion of events
– Flare material



Conditions:  Seed Populations
Don’t Know
• Variability
– Composition
– Spectrum
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Conditions:  Seed Populations
Don’t Know
• Variability
– Composition
– Spectrum

• Source
– Constant/episodic?

• Distribution



The Newest Help
• Parker Solar Probe



The Newest Help
• Parker Solar Probe
• Solar Orbiter







Still Stuff We Don’t Understand
• PSP at 0.35 AU sees series of events
– Same source, different composition

>10 MeV H

>1 MeV H

<1 MeV H

>1 MeV/n He

e-



Stuff We’re Just Starting to Look At
• AR13088 was at W180S10
• PSP W118 & 15 RS 
• SolO W149 & 0.7 AU
– SolO/EUI had nice view of AR

PSP

SolO



Stuff We’re Just Starting to Look At

C2 C3

WISPR
2400-2900 km/s at 15 RS

• AR13088 was at W180S10
• PSP W118 & 15 RS 
• SolO W149 & 0.7 AU
– SolO/EUI had nice view of AR

• LASCO & WISPR saw CME



Stuff We’re Just Starting to Look At
• AR13088 was at W180S10
• PSP W118 & 15 RS 
• SolO W149 & 0.7 AU
– SolO/EUI had nice view of AR

• LASCO & WISPR saw CME
• SolO sees Fe-rich event
• PSP sees Fe-poor event

PSP

SolO

SolO
~0.23 MeV/n

PSP
2.4-2.8 MeV/n

O

Fe


